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Instability Dynamics of Fracture: A Computer Simulation Investigation
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Implementing molecular dynamics on the IBM SP1 and PVS parallel computers, ere have stud-
ied the fracture of two-dimensional notched solids under tension using 10 atom systems. Many
recent laboratory findings occur in our simulation experiments, one of the most intriguing being
the dynamic instability of the crack tip as it approaches a fraction of the sound speed. A detailed
comparison between laboratory and computer experiments is presented, and microscopic processes
are identified. In particular, an explanation for the limiting velocity of the crack being significantly
less than the theoretical limit is provided.

PACS numbers: 62.20.Mk

Continuum fracture theory typically assumes that
cracks are smooth and predicts that they accelerate to
a limiting velocity equal to the Rayleigh speed of the
material [1,2]. In contrast, experiment tells us that, in a
common fracture sequence, an initially smooth and mir-
rorlike fracture surface begins to appear misty and then
evolves into a rough, hackled region with a limiting veloc-
ity of about six-tenths the Rayleigh speed. In some brit-
tle materials, the crack pattern can also exhibit a wiggle
of a characteristic wavelength. Recent experiments have
clearly shown that violent crack velocity oscillations oc-
cur beyond a speed of about one-third the Rayleigh speed
and are correlated with the roughness of the crack sur-
face [3—5]. Two different amorphous brittle materials,
PMMA (3,4) and soda-lime glass (5) were used. Un-

like the PMMA, soda-lime glass has nearly crystalline or-
der at small length scales. Since both materials showed
similar fracture behavior, Gross et al. concluded that
the fracture dynamics may be universal [5], or materials
structure independent, and that a dynamical instability
of the crack tip governs the crack velocity behavior and
the morphology sequence of "mirror, mist, and hackle"

[3—5]. All of these features are unexplained using contin-
uum theory, though recent theoretical advances (e.g. , by
Langer [6] and Marder and Liu [7]) are providing very
important insights into this difficult problem. This sug-
gests that a fundamental understanding may require a
microscopic picture of the fracturing process. Pioneering
atomistic simulations of crack propagation by Ashurst
and Hoover [8] and the brittle to ductile transition by
Cheung and Yip [9] were too small in size to study the
crack stability issue.

With the advent of scalable parallel computers, com-
putational molecular dynamics can be a very powerful
tool for providing immediate insights into the nature of
fracture dynamics. %'e have studied two-dimensional tri-
angular solids with up to 1500 atoms on a side, or about
one-half of a micron in length. If we were to do three
dimensions for an equivalent number of atoms, a cube
would be only 130 atoms on a side. But like experi-
ment [3—5], our interest was in studying two-dimensional

"mode one" loading. We were able to follow the crack
propagation over sufficient time and distance intervals
so that a comparison with experiment became feasible.
While the laboratory experiments used amorphous ma-
terials in order to suppress the possibility that the in-

stability is due to material defects, we used a defect-free
2D crystal: an amorphous packing is not stable for a
one-component 2D system.

We refer the reader to Allen and Tildesley [10], Hoover

[ll], or Abraham [12] for a treatment of the molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulation technique, including the many
procedures for implementing it. MD predicts the motion
of a given number of atoms governed by their mutual
interatomic interactions described by a continuous po-
tential function and requires the numerical integration
of Hamilton's classical equations of motion. We assume
that the interatomic forces are described by a Lennard-
Jones (LJ) 12:6 potential with a spline cutofF [13]. Quan-
tities are expressed in terms of reduced units: lengths are
scaled by the parameter o., the value of the interatomic
separation for which the LJ potential is zero, and en-

ergies are scaled by the parameter e, the depth of the
minimum of the LJ potential. Reduced temperature is

therefore kT/e. Our choice of the simple LJ force law is

dictated by our interest in studying the microscopic fea-

tures of brittle fracture common to a large class of real

physical systems. The LJ potential can be used to rep-
resent a generic "brittle" material [13]. For the LJ 2D
solid [ll], the longitudinal sound speed c~ at zero tem-

perature and pressure is 9, and the transverse sound

speed ct ——ci/v3. The Rayleigh speed cR is approxi-
mately equal to the transverse sound speed [ll]. Our
parallel molecular dynamics program is implemented on
the IBM PVS using 16 nodes and on the IBM SP1 using
64 nodes. For 2027776 atoms, the update time per time

step is 0.9 s for the IBM SP1.
Our system is a 2D rectangular slab of atoms with I

atoms on a side, where L, = 712 for the 5 x 10 atom sys-

tem and 1424 for the 2 x 106 atom system. The slab is

initialized at a reduced temperature of 0.0001. A trim. —

gular notch of 10 and 20 lattice spacings for the two re-
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spective lengths is cut midway along the lower horizontal
slab boundary, and an outward strain rate s is imposed
on the outermost columns of atoms defining the opposing
vertical faces of the slab. A linear velocity gradient is es-
tablished across the slab, and an increasing lateral strain
occurs in the solid slab. This leads to eventual structural
failure of the material, and this failure can take quite dif-
ferent forms, depending on the applied strain rate. The
failure could occur by a single fracture (which is seeded
by a notch), multiple internal fractures due to the occur-
rence of voids, as well as "necking" by slippage of atomic
rows of atoms. We found that a strain rate of i = 0.0001
is suKciently small for our size systems to prevent multi-
ple fractures accompanying fracture at the notch. With
this choice, the solid fails at the notch tip when the solid
has been stretched by 3%. Our system has an exag-
gerated critical strain for tip failure, which is about an
order of magnitude larger than experiment [3,4]. This
is necessary to achieve a fracture dynamics that is suf-
ficiently fast to follow by molecular dynamics. At the
onset of crack motion, the imposed strain rate remains
constant (experiment 1) or is set to zero (experiment 2),
and the simulation is continued until the growing crack
has traversed the total length of the slab.

Our simulation data are much more detailed for the
L = 712 system where we generated various visualiza-
tions to create video movies of the fracture dynamics for
experiments 1 and 2. Because of the greater detail, espe-
cially in the time evolution, we will describe this size sys-

tern and mention facts about the larger system. Figures
1 and 2 graphically summarize our nonzero strain rate
simulation (experiment 1) for L = 712. Figure 1 shows

(a) the crack tip position (in units of reduced length) and

(b) the crack tip speed (in units of the Rayleigh sound
speed), both as a functton of reduced time. Figure 1(c)
is an expanded view of the crack tip speed for early time.
From Fig. 1(a), we find that the crack tip achieves a
limiting speed equal to 0.57 of the Rayleigh speed cR.
However, the "instantaneous" tip velocity is very erratic
[Fig. 1(b)] after reaching a speed of 0.32cR. Before a time
of about 70 and a speed less than 0.32cR, the acceleration
of the crack tip is quite smooth [Fig. 1(c)],but with the
onset of the erratic fluctuations of the tip speed, there is
significant deceleration of the propagating crack. Each
of these features in Figs. 1(a)—1(c) is obtained for exper-
iment 2 and for the larger system (L = 1424), and they
are in agreement with the experiments of Fineberg et al.

[3,4]. As in the laboratory experiment, the influence of
physical boundaries is a concern when sound and dynam-
ical defects reflect from them. It should be noted that the
onset of the instability relative to tip motion (bt = 15)
occurs significantly earlier than it takes sound to travel
from the tip to a lateral boundary and return (bt = 80).
Hence, the transition seems to be an intrinsic instabil-
ity. This is like the laboratory experiments [3,4], and in
terms of scaled crack distances adopted by Fineberg et
at. [4], the scaled crack extension at this arrival time
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FIG. 1. (a) The crack tip position (in units of reduced
length) as a function of reduced time. The slope is the lim-
iting speed in reduced units which corresponds to 0.57 of the
Rayleigh speed cn; (b) the crack tip speed (in units of the
Rayleigh sound speed) as a function of reduced time; (c) an
expanded view of the crack tip speed for early time.

FIG. 2. The time evolution of the propagating crack using
a gray-scale rendering of the instantaneous local transverse
velocity v, or strain rate, which goes from dark gray for the
most negative v to light gray for the most positive v . The
time sequence goes from left to right and top to bottom. The
frames are for reduced times 140, 180, 200, and 300.
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is about the same for our computer simulation and the
laboratory experiment.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the propagating
crack using a gray-scale rendering of the instantaneous lo-
cal transverse velocity v, or transverse strain rate. The
scale goes from dark gray for the most negative v to light
gray for the most positive v . Initially, the brittle crack
propagates in a straight line and leaves "mirror" cleaved
surfaces. Periodic stress waves immediately appear with
motion. Corresponding to the onset of the erratic oscil-
lations of the tip speed, at a tip speed of 0.32cR the
crack begins oscillating back and forth at approximate
angles of & 30' from the vertical (the original direction
of crack motion) and along symmetry lines of the crystal.
Accompanying the oscillating "zigzag" excursions of the
growing crack is significant relaxation in the regions im-
mediately next to the newly created surfaces. Prominent
"zigs" or "zags" in the crack direction were accompanied
by a propagating atomic displacement along two adjacent
rows of atoms that are +30' to the vertical; it is initi-
ated at the vertex of the change of direction and travels
at about the longitudinal sound speed c~. These "dislo-
cations" appear as slanted, inverted V's being emitted
from the moving crack tip, first to the right and then
to the left. They may be traced back to their origin
by constructing an imaginary line 30' from the vertical
and passing through the V. The vertical separation be-
tween neighboring dislocations equals the wavelength of
the oscillating crack and is 115. The V is simply an
acoustical wake created by the moving dislocation or dy-
namic "slip plane. " When the dislocation hits the top
free boundary, an atomic step is formed. In experiment
1, the solid is being stretched at a nonzero strain rate,
and it is "keeping up" with the lateral boundary expan-
sion beyond its elastic limit through the creation and
growth of a single crack seeded by the notch, as well as
by necking through the slippage of adjacent atomic rows
of atoms. For experiment 2 and for L = 712, where
the imposed strain rate is zero after the onset of crack
propagation, we do not observe dislocation emission ac-
companying the zigzag motion of the crack tip except at
the final failure of the slab. However, the failure features
of the propagating crack remain qualitatively the same.
For experiment 2 and for L = 1424, single crack prop-
agation and necking are observed. Increasing the strain
during tip propagation (experiment 1) forces the slab to
relieve the additional strain by the sliding of atomic rows

at each turning point of the crack direction. The disloca-
tions provide an excellent signature for crack oscillation.
However, they are not the origin of the oscillation since
the same instability behavior is seen in experiment 2.

To highlight the microscopic features of the failure dy-
namics, we present Fig. 3, which is a short-time interval
sequence of close-up views of the crack tip at an early
time and at a late time. The crack tip initially propa-
gates straight; then the onset of the crack instability be-

gins as a roughening of the created surfaces which even-
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FIG. 3. (a) The onset of crack instability, in reduced time
intervals of 7 and beginning at reduced time 85. (b) Late
zigzag crack propagation, in reduced time intervals of 7 and
beginning at reduced time 220.

tually results in the pronounced zigzag tip motion. We
refer to these "smooth ~ rough ~ zigzag" regions in

the crack structure as the microscopic version of "mirror
—+ mist ~ hackle" seen in experiments at much smaller
strains and much larger length scales. In the hackle re-

gion, the growth of the fracture is not simply a sharp
one-dimensional cleavage progressing in a zigzag manner
at 30' from the vertical, or mean crack direction, In-

stead, we see a stair-step growth of connected "ideal 30'
segments, " resulting in a net forward angle of about 20'
from the horizontal before changing the local direction
by 60'. The "ideal 30' crack segments" open at a
velocity approximately equal to the Rayleigh speed cR.
The origin of the erratic velocity oscillations is associated
with the stair-step branching and connecting of regions
of failure at and preceding the crack tip. The oscillating
zigzag motion of the crack tip and the segmented stair-
step growth contribute to the eKective "forward" crack
speed being less than theoretical prediction. The local
fracturing is "brittle" and is the same for experiment 2.
with the exception of dislocation emission. YVhile dis-
location emission is associated with ductile fracture, it
would be misleading to identify experiment 1 as repre-
senting ductile fracture and experiment 2 as representing
brittle fracture. Unlike ductile fracture, the dislocation
creation in experiment 1 is not a governing mechanism
for crack opening.

This microscopic branching has associated with it
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FIG. 4. (a) The profile of a fractured surface and (b) the
roughness of the fractured surfaces as a function of crack dis-
tance from the originating failure point.

the case, the time and length scales in an atomistic sim-

ulation are significantly different from typical laboratory
experiment. We were forced to accelerate the occurrence
of the phenomena, which we did with an order of mag-
nitude increase in strain. In contrast to millimeters and
microseconds, we observed the phenomena to occur on
scales of tens of nanometers and picoseconds to nanosec-
onds. However, our "simulation microscope" is validated

by comparison and agreement with experiment. As men-

tioned earlier, the inBuence of physical boundaries is a
concern when sound and dynamical defects reflect from

them; e.g. , the appearance of Wallner lines on fractured
surfaces may occur in brittle materials and are known to
be caused by stress waves reHected from nearby surfaces

[15]. The dislocations caused the biggest disturbances,
and the earliest reflection occurred when the crack was

70% through the slab. Comparison with the larger sys-

tem suggests that the immediate effects concerning the
overall features of the slab fracture were minor. Going to
much larger systems and to three dimensions, developing

boundary sinks for disturbances, and employing differ-

ent interatomic potential functions are very important
considerations for future studies in fracture.

1Vote added. —A multimedia version of this paper is

available [16].

a larger-scale characteristic wavelength and a growing
coarse-grain roughness which is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig.
4(a), the profile of a fractured surface is presented as
a function of crack distance from the originating failure
point, and a wavelength of 115 is apparent. The wave-

length of our rough surface is about 2 orders of magni-
tude smaller than the millimeter wavelength measured by
experiment; i.e. , A (simulation) 10 A (experiment).
From the profiles, the roughness, or width, as a function
of this distance is calculated [14] and presented in Fig.
4(b). We find that the width m scales with crack distance
D, according to the relation m D~, where ( = 0.81.
This result is in agreement with recent conjectures of a
"universal" roughness exponent for the crack surface of
real brittle materials [14].

A detailed comparison between laboratory and com-
puter experiments has been presented. Many of the re-
cent laboratory findings occur in our simulation exper-
iments, one of the most intriguing being the dynamic
instability of the crack tip and its associated properties.
Microscopic processes have been identified, and explana-
tions of certain features have been suggested, in particu-
lar, the reason for the limiting velocity being significantly
less than the theoretical limit. Like Gross et a/. , we con-
clude that the fracture behavior appears to be universal,
or independent of materials structure, simply because we
observed many of the laboratory phenomena for our two-
dimensional simple atomic system. Of course, as is often
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